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“How do We Think About Law” -

“Law and Society”

A comparative study of the results of two social psychological 

researches 2010/2011

Abstract

This study aims to illuminate the similarities and differences concerning the findings of two 

separate surveys which investigate attitude patterns towards social structure, crime prevention 

strategies, public security  and jurisdiction in Hungary. This comparison of research findings serves 

to investigate the effects of the significant changes which occurred – or started – between 2010 and 

2011. The impact of these changes is also assessed in order to understand the current nature of 

thinking and attitude patterns of Hungarian people. Analytic procedure is conducted in the 

framework of descriptive statistics with the help of SPSS software. Scales for measurement, 

medians and numeric values of responses are offered in detail with referring figures and tables. Data 

is observed in light of relating background variables and political party  preference. Data analysis 

reveals that Hungarian society has become highly  pessimistic and only supporters of the governing 



political elite are satisfied – though not entirely - with the present social situation. We arrive at the 

conclusion that people feel disappointment and a loss of hope for a better future. 

Keywords: society, crime prevention, righteousness, jurisdiction, politics, criticism   

1. Introduction

The following paper explores the ways in which certain attitudes of Hungarian society 

towards law, legislation and crime have changed in light of the results of two separate researches.  

One such research was conducted in the spring of 2010 (How do we think about law?) while the 

other (Law and society) was carried out a year later in 2011. A most fortunate situation - namely 

that some rephrased statements of the former were included in the questionnaire of the latter – 

brought forth the opportunity to put forward a comparative study to investigate the alteration of 

attitude patterns further.  Apart from a representative national sample the research in 2010 also 

involved a group of one-hundred lawyers therefore, a possibility for a more precise analysis on the 

nature of changing attitudes is offered. Since both questionnaires involved statements regarding 

political party preference, the very  fact that the parliamentary elections were held during the 

interval between the studies allows the impact  of political changes to be taken into consideration. 

Should the analysis of shifting political party preference prove to be insufficient in terms of 

providing an explanation for the observed   changes, other socio-demographic characteristics will 

be called upon in order to understand the nature of these altering attitudes.  It must be underlined 

however that different scales and statements were used in the aforementioned researches hence 

during the analysis of the results, caution should be exercised. 

2. Limits of comparison and possibilities 

Attention should be paid to the fact that the comparison of findings should be done from 

different angles in order to rule out unreal changes during data analysis. 

 However, the interpretation of changing political party  preference enables drawing 

conclusions regarding the reasons of changes the only factual element at this point is change itself. 

As the researches were not based on panels - in other words varying people were asked – accurate 

information is not  available concerning any  possible relationship between changes that occur in 

given voting groups. 

 Statements of the consecutive studies were measured by similar, but not the same scales. 

Contrasting these is a delicate process and requires the transformation of the different scales in 



order to create a common tool for measurement. Even though this matter is discussed below, it must 

be noted that due to the inevitable conversion of scales the statements could not be analyzed and 

compared individually. 

 The phrasing of statements also differed so what we see as change might be an analytic side 

effect. In other words pinpointing the real factors that generate true changes are not possible. For 

this reason I did not pay attention to the alteration of statements on an individual level but after 

having conducted the necessary transformations I merged them into scales1  and compared their 

medians. Theoretically speaking the application of this method may greatly decrease the chances of 

making an error - a possible result of differing wording and scales – because by using the converted 

scale, the obtained data is based on the responses given to more items. To put it  differently the 

answers can be seen as the results of more questions belonging to the same domain. As it has 

already been pointed out, the difference between researches may  lead to conclusions that should be 

taken cautiously. 

 To sum it up, the comparison of findings involved the creation of scales based on the items – 

used in 2010 - belonging to the same domain. This method made it possible to analyze the change 

of scales and the variables that are responsible for the alteration. Political party  preferences played a 

highly  significant role since the parliamentary elections were held between the two researches. 

Changes or on the contrary, fixedness in the medians of responses on the scales reveal 

modifications of given subjects; therefore, I am able to draw conclusions regarding those. Having 

looked into the nature of changes in case of each separate scale, the focus of the investigation 

shifted towards a more general level. As a next step  scales were examined together and so the 

opportunity to analyze altering attitudes in Hungarian society was at hand. To look at this another 

way, the focal point of the study gradually moved from the psychological angle to a more 

sociological aspect. 

 In view of the aforementioned limiting factors, it was quite possible that the medians of 

scales would show different  values.  In case of diverging results I tried to underpin the changes by 

varying attitudes concerning political party preferences. Since the investigation of political attitudes 

in some instances also failed to arrive at a sufficient explanation I used variables (gender, 

educational level, age) in order to understand the nature of changes. It is important  to point out that 

statements regarding gender, education and age appeared in both questionnaires.

1	  	  See	  	  point	  3.2	  for	  a	  thorough	  descrip6on	  of	  the	  process.	  



3. Methodology

3.1 Modification of variables

The questionnaires included some statements belonging to similar subjects but with minus 

signs, with opposite meanings. The value of responses in the 2011 survey was converted, meaning 

that the answer with the highest value received the least value and vice versa. It goes without saying 

that the interim values received the value of their matched position, an equal distance from the 

average. As a result, the values equaled those included in the 2010 survey therefore I was able to 

work with an analogical set of data.

During the two research studies similar or almost alike statements were measured by 

different scales so a simple comparison of diffusions would not be the proper tool for analyzing 

changes of attitudes between the dates in question. In order to track the occurred changes during the 

interval between the surveys the average of the scales needed to be contrasted. 

From the point of view of the transformation of the scales the statements - and measured 

variables - fell into three categories. 

In the first group, variables on a two-point  scale were compared to the variables on the four-

point scale. This process was quite straightforward since two-two values of the four-point scale 

were merged so that a two-point scale was created. By doing so, comparison of distributions 

became also possible however in order to preserve the homogeneity of this method, I chose to 

weigh the averages against each other. 

The comparison of measured variables on the seven- and four-point scales required the 

transformation of the seven point scale into a four-point  scale. Presuming an equal distribution, the 

average of both variables needed to be the same. To achieve this, I had to determine the scale 

divisions in order to place the values of the seven-point scale between the endpoints of the four-

point scale. For the calculations the formula below can be used.  

K is the highest  degree on the smaller scale while N is the smallest degree on the seven-point  scale. If we use 

the suitable figures the formula will be as follows.

As the result indicates the values of the seven-point scale can be inserted into the four-point scale by using 

0.5 scale divisions as Figure one shows. 



Fig.1. Transformation of measured variables on the seven-point scale

The variables on the ten-point  scale needed to be paralleled with variables on the four-point 

scale. The aforementioned method was applied again, so the already introduced formula at this 

point was modified as follows.

4 1
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3

9
=  

1

3
 

Figure 2 shows how the ten-point scale was integrated into the four-point scale. 



Fig.2. Transformation of measured variables on the ten-point scale

3.2 Analysis, creation - of scales 

It is a well-known fact that there are numerous approaches available to choose from when it 

comes to the analysis of a given scale. Factor analysis is one possible method which facilitates the 

analysis of the scale’s latent structures (unobservable variables) and is an extremely  useful tool for 

simplifying survey data. Reducing the number of variables is possible and so factor analysis makes 

understanding the data easier. For instance a given number of response categories can be combined 

into smaller (nominal) groups.   

Unfortunately, due to the nature of the present surveys factor analysis could not be applied, 

since in the case of two different research studies such procedure would lead to differing results. 

For this reason where the investigated subjects – on the questionnaires - included more statements I 

calculated and compared the average of the scales. It  was understood however that  during the 

analytic process, agreeing and disagreeing responses might have related to different positions. To 

illustrate this point let me put forth an example. 

The scale that measured the level of satisfaction with jurisdiction the statement “Law as 

such treats influential people differently” meant a disagreeing position, while the statement “All is 

treated equally  by Hungarian courts” defined an agreeing position. Having turned all variables into 

the appropriate direction, I added their numeric values up and divided the result with the number of 



variables. As a result, I had a sufficient number of samples to work with, and the comparison of 

their changes between 2010 and 2011 became possible. 

3.3 Applied statistical method

 For the analytic process, I used the SPSS software’s COMPARE MEANS and ANOVA 

(variance-analysis) commands. The program runs an F-test in both cases so in light  of the results it 

can be determined whether the change of survey data of the researches (2010, 2011) is significant or 

not. In addition the question of whether the impact of political party  preferences or any  other 

independent variable is significant or not can also be answered.  From the point  of view of our 

investigation, a significant  change of the background variables is possible to conclude if the 2-Way 

ANOVA analysis comes up  with an interaction of variables, since we want to contrast the findings 

of two surveys. ETA2 value tells the strength of the impact of change and the results are given in the 

referring footnotes. 

4. Analysis of research findings

4.1. Comparison of the two representative scales and the changes of political party preference

 

The first aspect to point out is that due to the nature of the samples discrepancy related to 

gender, level of education and age groups could not be shown.

Both change and fixedness can be observed in Figure 3, which indicates political party 

preference.  Focusing on changing attitude patterns, it  can be established that the ruling party 

FIDESZ lost almost one-third of its voters. The survey revealed that the percentage of supporters 

dropped from 34% (2010) to 24% (2011) while the ratio of those without political party  preference 

increased from 39% to 55% in one year. Other political parties however were not able to rally  more 

supporters and so the power relations remained the same. The Hungarian Socialist Party (MSZP) 

along with LMP failed to come in sight of more voters, the former only reached a one percent 

increase (from 10% to 11%) while the latter lost one percent (from 3% to 2%). Jobbik had 12% in 

2010, however in 2011 only  8% of voters agreed with the nationalist party’s goals and ideology. In 

view of these facts one cannot deny that FIDESZ is still the leading political force and the influence 

of opposing parties remains relatively weak. The insignificant role the opposition plays in 

Hungarian politics and the strength of the leading political force is relevant from the point of view 

of data analysis, since the opinion of FIDESZ voters is more influential regarding the calculated 

averages of the responses.  



Fig.3. Political party preference in 2010 and 2011

4.2 Changes of scales

4.2.1 Satisfaction with jurisdiction

2010 2011

1.
Law treats influential people differently 

than average citizens. 

Ordinary citizens and influential members 

of society are equally protected by the law.

2. At court all Hungarian people are equal. At court everybody is equal. 

3.
Hungarian jurisdiction is independent from 

politics. 
Jurisdiction is independent from politics. 

4.
The outcome of legal procedures greatly 

depends on the judge’s personal traits.    

The outcome of legal procedures greatly 

depends on the judge’s personal traits

5.
It is always worth seeking justice at the 

court in Hungary nowadays.

It is always worth seeking justice at the 

court in Hungary nowadays.

6.
Litigation is totally useless since it only 

favors lawyers.

It is better to come to an agreement outside 

the court even if the outcome is not 

preferable, because litigation only favors 

lawyers.



Table 1. Statements concerning satisfaction with jurisdiction

Table 1 includes statements which gave the basis for creating the scale regarding satisfaction 

with jurisdiction. 

 The average of the items measuring satisfaction indicates a significant discrepancy 2, and the 

direction of change in attitude patterns is positive. In other words in a one year period, contentment 

with jurisdiction increased. Still, it should not escape our attention that despite the increase (from 

1,26 in 2010 to 1,33 in 2011) the value remains under the mean. It points to the conclusion that 

Hungarian society  is rather dissatisfied with jurisdiction and the gap between the measured values 

(1,58) retrieved from the lawyer sample (2010) and the general social attitude is quite significant.  

Fig.4. Averages of the “Satisfaction with jurisdiction” scale

The involvement of political party preference in the analytic process results in significant3 

interaction becoming clear that the aforementioned positive shift in attitudes mainly relies on the 

changing views of FIDESZ voters. Though the calculated average increased from 1,25 to 1,38 

however it must be underlined that a rather negative attitude characterizes that group as well. 

2	   and =0,021

3	   and =0,038



Relevant changes in other voting groups cannot be shown and the negative attitude concerning 

jurisdiction prevails among these social layers as well. 

Fig.5. Averages of the “Satisfaction with jurisdiction” scale in light of political party preference

At this point data analysis leads us to believe that the change in attitude can be rather 

understood as a consequence of the election results in 2010 than the effect  of social development.  

We should however bear in mind that the number of FIDESZ voters exceeded the number of 

respondents with different political preference in the survey therefore the numeric value of their 

answers is more influential concerning the calculated average.  It  is necessary to note that the more 

positive attitude of FIDESZ supporters plays a significant role regarding the positive change the 

investigation revealed. 

4.2.2. Attitude towards public security

2010 2011

1.
Are you afraid of becoming a victim of 

crime?

To what extent do you worry about 

becoming a victim of crime?

Table 2. Attitude towards public security



Though the average values of responses deviate from each other the difference (2,59 in 2010 and 

2,65 in 2011) is not  significant4 so it can be established that the fear of becoming a victim of crime 

has just slightly grown in Hungarian society. 

Fig.6. Averages of responses regarding the questions “Are you afraid of becoming a victim of 

crime?” (2010) and “To what extent do you worry about becoming a victim of crime?”  (2011)

The results of scale analysis suggest that society perceived the same level of threat during the 

covered period in terms of the number of illegally committed actions and the gravity  of crime as 

well. 

4.2.3 Alternatives for crime prevention

2010 2011

1.
Crime rate would drop if - unemployment 

rates decreased.

Should unemployment cease to exist, 

crime would still be around. 

2.
Crime rate would drop if – schools applied 

more discipline 

If discipline would be stricter at schools, 

crime rate would drop. 

3.
Crime rate would drop if – communities 

were more unified 

Less crime would occur if more closed 

communities existed. . 

4	   and =0,001



4.
More severe verdicts would be more 

restraining.    

There would be less crime if verdicts were 

more severe.

Table 3. Alternatives for crime prevention

Table 3 shows those four statements related to crime prevention which appeared in both surveys. 

In 2010 the scale averages of the representative and the lawyer sample were the same. In 

2011 lawyers did not participate in the survey, so at this point relevant data about undergoing 

attitude change regarding crime prevention in this social group cannot be provided. On the other 

hand society as a whole observes alternatives for preventing crime with significantly fading trust. 

Statistically  speaking, this tendency is shown by the greatly decreased value of the median5. (from 

1,85 in 2010 to 1,65 in 2011) I would like to emphasize however the relevance of the fact  that 

Hungarian society  understands prevention as one of the major aspects of fighting crime. In my view 

the aforementioned attitude change may be caused by the following aspects.

1.  It is quite possible an increasing number of citizens see effort towards reducing the 

number of crimes futile since the available options for crime prevention haven’t proven to be 

successful yet. As it has already been suggested this point of view doesn’t go hand in hand with the 

opinion that the number of crimes increased, so it might be assumed that society’s attitude towards 

the issue at hand is apathetic. The fact that the analyzed background variables didn’t  interact in this 

context leads us to the conclusion that the apathetic attitude is not the typicality of certain social 

groups but  it is a general social view. Strange as it might seem the majority of the population still 

considers the application of prevention methods necessary, despite what they think about the level 

of effectiveness. 

2.  The increasing lack of confidence in the effectiveness of crime prevention might also be 

seen as the result of the radical change in Hungarian politics after the 2010 election. The 

educational, socializing approach (inclusive model) suddenly turned into a quite exclusionary 

model and the integration of new – or another – thinking patterns into society  requires time.  Since 

the two models are highly different from each other, people might find the new crime fighting 

policy difficult to adapt to; therefore, a certain level of insecurity and distrust appear in the analyzed 

attitude pattern.  

5	   and =0,147



 

Fig.7. Averages of the “Alternatives for crime prevention scale”

4.2.4 Inclusive and exclusive models of crime prevention

In order to certify the validity  of the above hypotheses a more detailed introduction of the 

inclusive and exclusive model should precede further data analysis. According to David Faulkner 

society can be exclusive or inclusive in nature. (Faulkner, 1996) The former social setting 

emphasizes individual freedom and responsibility, though the prevailing general attitude fails to 

take the impact of certain situation, conditions on individuals into consideration. In such society, a 

huge gap exists between the privileged and lower social classes. In Faulkner’s view exclusive 

society treats foreigners and those who don’t accept  social principles and stereotypes with 

suspicion. As opposed to this rather xenophobe social setting, inclusive society appreciates 

individual talent regardless of class – or nationality – background. Human – individual - dignity, 

social responsibility  and sense of duty are understood as great values. Instead of dealing with errors 

of the past, inclusive society is imbibed with the concept of building a better future. Pluralism, 

solidarity and open mindedness are also important characteristics of this social model.

Classification of social settings offers the possibility of categorizing our statements further. 

In other words the statements can be sorted into two inclusive and two exclusive groups. As an 

additional angle from which to investigate the data, breaking the statements into such categories 

might help  verifying the hypotheses. In my opinion if figures show opposing directions of change 



concerning the exclusive and inclusive scales the validity of the second hypothesis is confirmed. 

Should figures indicate a same direction of change on the aforementioned scales the first hypothesis 

proves to be valid. To underpin my  assumptions I created a scale and used the statements as 

follows. 

The first and third statements in Table 3 were labeled as inclusive, while I considered the 

second and fourth statements as exclusive.  As Figure 8 and 9 show, data analysis revealed that 

direction of change is the same in case of both scales.  The median of the inclusive scale 

significantly decreased (1,586) and the same is true for the other scale as well, though the intensity 

of decrease (1,727 is relatively slighter, it is still significant.  

Significant interaction of examined background variables couldn’t be shown, so just like in 

case of the original four statement scale, it can be established that attitude change is general in 

nature and not induced by certain social groups.

  

Fig.8. Averages of inclusive statements related to crime prevention

6	   and =0,142

7	   and =0,044



Fig.9. Averages of exclusive statements related to crime prevention

It is likely that the reason why the medians of the exclusive scale showed a slighter decrease 

is that the newly introduced crime fighting policy  (zero-tolerance, punishment of deviance, etc.) 

outlines a more acceptable social setting for people.  It should not escape our attention however that 

the median of both scales significantly dropped therefore the results might  point towards the already 

mentioned general distrust of crime prevention.  In light of these observations we should not rule 

out the first  or second hypotheses completely since it seems that to some extent both contribute to 

the investigated attitude change.

4.2.5 Views on the restoration of capital punishment

2010 2011

1. Capital punishment should be restored. Capital punishment should be restored.

Table 4. Views on the restoration of capital punishment

As Table 10 shows, scale averages did not change significantly8. Figures clearly  tell us that the 

restoration of the death penalty is still a greatly supported idea in Hungarian society. 

8	   and =0,001



Fig.10.  Averages of the “Capital punishment should be restored.” -2010 and ‘Capital punishment 

should be restored.’ – 2011- statements

4.2.6 Acceptance and criticism of Hungarian social structure

2010 2011

1.
In my view, Hungarian society is 

righteous. 
Hungarian society is fairly righteous.

2.
Society and economy should be 

restructured in Hungary.  
Hungarian society needs radical change. 

3.
In my view Hungary is the best place in 

the world.
Hungary is the best country to live in.

4.
Most domestic political decisions serve the 

common good.

Hungarian administrations usually care 

about the greater good. 

5.
Everybody has an equal chance to gain 

wealth and to be happy in Hungary.

Wealth and happiness are accessible for 

everyone. 

6. Social conditions get worse year by year. Social conditions get worse year by year. 

7.
To solve the country’s problems, a strong 

leader should be appointed. 

In order to achieve stability, strong state 

and determined government are needed.

Table 5. Acceptance and criticism of Hungarian social structure



This issue had already  been addressed in my 2010 survey, and back then I concluded that 

contemporary Hungarian democracy and its framework were thought  to be flawed and 

malfunctioning. (Kelemen, 2010: 103.) I could easily have written this statement after the 2011 

survey as well, since the attitude of Hungarian people towards the current establishment – social 

and political - has remained critical.  Those in favor of the workings of Hungarian democracy – just 

like in 20109 - are still in minority. 

Fig.11: Averages of the “Acceptance or criticism of Hungarian social structure” scale

The high number of uncertain voters clearly indicates great  disappointment and as the results 

of recent polls10  point out there have not been so many citizens without political party  reference 

since the fall of the iron curtain. Based on the findings of the 2010 and 2011 survey it is obvious 

that even the inauguration of a new political administration – and ideology – could not improve the 

general negative attitude concerning the issue in question.    

4.2.7. Belief in justice and righteousness

9	   and =0,000

10	  About	  50	  percent	  of	  respondents	  fall	  into	  this	  category.	  Hungary	  government	  party	  support	  lowest	  in	  over	  a	  decade	  

–	  poll	  Retrieved	  from	  hEp://uk.reuters.com	  

http://uk.reuters.com
http://uk.reuters.com


2010 2011

INDIVIDDIVIDUAL

1.
Important decisions concerning me are 

usually righteous.

Important decisions concerning me are 

usually righteous.

2. I usually get what I deserve. I get what I deserve in general.

GENERAENERAL

3.
In my personal opinion the world is 

basically a righteous place.

The world is basically a righteous place.

4.
People usually get what they deserve in 

life. 

Broadly speaking, people get what they 

deserve.

5.

I firmly believe that unjust events 

(everywhere in our lives) are rather 

exceptional than usual.

 I think that unjust events (everywhere in 

our lives) rarely happen to people.

6.
It is my fixed idea that justice always 

prevails over injustice. 

Justice always prevails over injustice.

Table 6.  Belief in justice and righteousness

A transparent analytic procedure required the ‘Belief in justice and righteousness’ scale to be 

broken down into two subscales. As suitable tools of measurement, the subscales – from individual 

and general aspects – made a more accurate analysis of retrieved data possible.

From the individual aspect research findings in 2010 showed a significant difference 

between the values of the lawyer (3,08) and representative (2,52) samples. Lawyers – from their 

own point view - perceived the world as a righteous place while respondents equally  expressed both 

positive and negative attitudes. In 2011 however the number of skeptic and pessimistic opinions11 

increased, as it is seen in Figure 12 below.

11	   and =0,013



Fig.12 Medians of the “Belief in justice and righteousness” subscale – individual aspect

 If political party preference is involved in the investigation the interaction is significant12. 

The above mentioned negative view is seen in all voting groups except supporters of the governing 

political force. A slight improvement (from 2,52 to 2,57) occurred Among FIDESZ voters.     

12	   and =0,030



Fig.13. Medians of the “Belief in justice and righteousness” subscale – political party preference, 

individual aspect

 If data is analyzed from a general point of view – similarly  to what we saw in the case of the 

individual aspect - medians show a significant13 decrease.  

13	   and =0,006



Fig.14. Medians of the “Belief in justice and righteousness” subscale –general aspect

 The fact that political party preference significantly14 interacts with this subscale sheds light 

on the major role this background variable plays in the alternation of examined attitudes.  Again, 

data analysis revealed that except for FIDESZ voters (in this group medians significantly increased 

from 2,37 to 2,49) belief in righteousness weakened in all voting groups. 

14	   and =0,036



Fig.15. Medians of the “Belief in justice and righteousness” subscale – political party preference, 

general aspect

“Hungarian society is pessimistic. Generally speaking Hungarian people think that the world 

is unjust. Respondents see their own lives as quite righteous and they  consider their actions 

justified. Wrongful or unfair events are believed to be consequences of outer circumstances rather 

than outcomes of personal ill-doings.” (Kelemen, 2010: 107.) In the present day, a more and more 

pessimistic view of personal lives rules our society. Supporters of the leading political elite on the 

other hand turned out to be optimistic concerning the current social and political setting. 

5. Conclusion and summary

Party affiliation seems to be interwoven with fixedness and change at the same time. The 

number of FIDESZ voters dropped while the rate of citizens without political party  preference 

increased. Political opposition failed to grasp the opportunity to enroll more supporters so the nexus 

between political parties remains fixed. Owing to the fact that  FIDESZ voters are still in majority, 

the course of change in attitude patterns is greatly  affected by their point of view. It  is clear that an 

attitude change in this group explicitly determines the nature of general social attitude patterns. 

Table 7. shows how attitudes changed between 2010 and 2011. 



SCALE 2010 CHANGE 2011

Satisfaction with 

jurisdiction

“Hungarian society sees 

the workings of 

jurisdiction negatively. 

People question its 

independence from 

politics and they think that 

the system shows favor 

towards influential 

citizens. Litigation is 

usually believed to be 

useless.”   

 (KELEMEN, 2010: 101)

Positive tendency 

can be observed 

concerning this 

attitude pattern, 

however it only feeds 

on the positive 

attitude change of 

FIDESZ voters.

Despite of the positive 

change, the general 

picture is still 

negative. The majority  

of people is still 

skeptical about 

jurisdiction. 

Attitude towards 

public security

Most people are afraid of 

becoming a victim of 

crime. 

Zero change.

Just like in 2010, Most 

people are afraid of 

becoming a victim of 

crime. 

Alternatives for 

crime prevention

“Hungarian society 

understands prevention 

(stricter school discipline, 

more unified 

communities) as the most 

important tool for 

reducing crime”.   

(KELEMEN, 2010: 92)

Belief in alternatives 

for crime prevention 

significantly 

decreased. 

In 2010, the 

overwhelming 

majority of people 

thought that crime 

prevention strategies 

are needed and useful. 

In 2011, consentient 

and disagreeing 

opinions equally 

occupied people’s 

minds. It is a general 

social trend since 

disappointment can be 

seen in all social 

layers.  



Restoration of 

capital punishment

Two third of respondents 

support the restoration of 

capital punishment. 

Zero change

Two third of 

respondents support 

the restoration of 

capital punishment. 

Acceptance or 

criticism of 

Hungarian social 

structure

“The present Hungarian 

social setting is generally 

seen 

negatively.” (KELEMEN, 

2010: 103)

Zero change.

Criticism towards 

Hungarian society is 

still strong. 

Uncertainty in society 

is significant

Belief in justice and 

righteousness’

 “Hungarian society is 

pessimistic. Generally 

speaking Hungarian 

people think that the 

world is unjust. 

Respondents see their own 

lives as quite righteous 

and they consider their 

actions justified. Wrongful 

or unfair events are 

believed to be 

consequences of outer 

circumstances rather than 

outcomes of personal ill-

doings.” (KELEMEN, 

2010: 107)

Both investigated 

subscales revealed 

that people see the 

world rather unfair.

Only FIDESZ voters 

think that the world is 

becoming a better 

place, their attitude 

patterns positively 

changed. However, it 

cannot balance the 

negativity the rest of 

the society perceives.  

Table 7. Changes according to the results, scale analysis revealed

Despite the new political setting, critical attitude towards the establishment as such has 

prevailed. As an independent phenomenon from the examined background variables, crime 

prevention strategies are thought to be ineffective. On an individual level, pessimism seems to 

occupy  the minds of people and hope for a better future has faded. The majority of respondents 

firmly believe in the need for a strong state. Belief in jurisdiction has slightly strengthened, though 

many think that the system favors inequality. Restoration of the death penalty was supported in 



2010 and 2011 as well. According to respondents, injustice is an underlying feature of life so they 

are afraid of becoming victims of crime. Supporters of the governing political force are more 

optimistic about both the dimensions of jurisdiction and righteousness than the rest of society and 

the investigated one year period positively affected their attitude patterns. Our study  reinforces the 

concept that Hungarian society  suffers from structural flaws since it is heavily divided. In light of 

the surveys, we can conclude that certain attitude patterns are heavily politically driven, and current 

political situations greatly  alter given points of view. It is also true, however that apart from the 

significantly heterogeneous nature of society pessimism has grown to be a general determinative 

factor in thinking and an increasing number of people lose hope for a promising future. As an 

exceptional group, supporters of the government seem to be separated from the rest of society, 

though their optimistic attitude cannot outweigh the all-pervasive negativity Hungarians express 

towards the present situation. 
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The relationship of globalization, parochialism and closed thinking

Abstract

The present article contains a non-published chapter of a book on society’s general attitude towards 
lawyers. The backbone of the book is a nationwide research conducted on a sample of 1000 
randomly chosen people coming from different age groups, educational backgrounds and places of 
living.  Moreover, as part of the survey, 100 randomly selected lawyers were also given the same 
questionnaire. The present analysis highlights the relationship between globalization, parochialism 
and closed thinking patterns and also focuses on the differences of opinions among voters of certain 
political parties regarding these matters. I also examine what social groups are characterized by 
these thinking patterns; and whether there are any  differences between how lawyers and society as 
such think about these issues. 

Keywords: globalization, parochialism, closed thinking, law, opinion

1. Theoretical Introduction

The problems globalization unleashed – e.g. the excessive exploitation of natural resources 
and global warming triggered by industrialization and other activities - affect humanity in many 
ways and for which a remedy cannot be provided without joining forces. The meaning of 
globalization could be formulated as follows: it indicates the integration of global economy, to 
which colonialism gave birth five centuries ago. This process was accelerated during the last 
twenty-five years by the rapid development of computer technologies, the abolishment of trade 
barriers and the expansion of political and economic influence of multinational corporations 
(Ellwood, 2003). Globalization demands a lingua franca as well; today, computer science is 
understood as the manifestation of this universal language. Nowadays it is a general expectation 
towards everyone to be - on higher or lower levels - computer literate (Schmidt, 1999). Most of the 
researchers consider the voyage of Columbus in 1492 as the historical starting point of globalization 
(Ellwood, 2003). The discovery  of the new continent marks the beginning of the transportation of 
vast amount of raw materials to the old world and as the need for swifter means of delivery was at 
hand, the process of technical development quickly accelerated.  

The golden era of colonization dawned as powerful nations such as England, France, The 
Netherlands, Spain and later Germany conquered distant lands. The occupation brought forth a huge 
inflow of immigrants who became settlers and pioneers of claiming the wilderness and shaping 
territories in order to cultivate land and seize control over deposits of raw materials. As a 
consequence, the population of native people dramatically decreased, their numbers were 
approximately cut in half between 1492 and 1992 (Ellwood, 2003). As global trade bloomed, new 
legal regulations were introduced in order to create a framework for international commerce. Lex 

mercatoria - a commercial law – was acknowledged as a superior and autonomous legal system. 



(Galgano, 2006).  Lex mercatoria comprised the principles and rules of both civil law and Anglo-
Saxon common law furthermore it  unified the Eastern and Western legal systems. (Galgano, 2006).  
As an offspring of globalization, corporations gradually  became multinational (General Motors, 
Ford Motor Co., Exxon, Wall Mart Stores etc.) and became extremely  influential. Some of these 
vast companies command larger capital, than certain sovereign countries (Ellwood, 2003). The 
majority  of these corporations see reaching the highest possible profit  as their ultimate goal, trying 
to evade taxes and often trampling human rights. They  do not consider the social, environmental 
and economic consequences of their decisions (Ellwood, 2003).

There are two hypotheses on the effects of globalization. According to the first one, 
globalization facilitates those reactive movements, which lead to huge differences between people 
on the local level. As a consequence, the gap between the richest and the  poorest has significantly 
widened throughout the last fifty  years. While in 1960 the richest one-fifth of the world’s 
population received 70% of global incomes and the poorest one-fifth received 2,3%, these figures 
modified respectively  to 90% and 1,0% by 1997 (Ellwood, 2003). The other hypothesis says that 
globalization strengthens cosmopolitan attitudes through weakening ethnic identities, local 
determination and relevance of nationality  as the source of identification. Basically, globalization 
widens those group  boundaries of the framework in which people define their identities (Buchan, 
Grimalda et al., 2009). In the wake of the rise of modern civilization, certain cultural patterns 
(mainly the patterns of Western culture), institutions of modern society and technology have been 
spreading worldwide. Nevertheless, it resulted in the fact that  cultural diversity  is threatened (Lányi, 
2007). Social groups in certain countries try to re-establish vanishing boundaries between them by 
adapting an excluding behaviour towards foreign immigrants (Breton, Reitz 2003). 

Buchan, Grimalda et al. (2009) measured the level of globalization both nationally and 
locally, the sample was taken from the general population of the United States, Italy, Russia, 
Argentina, South Africa and Iran. Participants were selected on the basis of gender, age and their 
social and economic status through quota sampling, and the project involved 1145 people. The 
focus of the research was to determine whether the participants are more willing to cooperate with 
the members of their own group  or they equally approach those from other parts of the world. They 
found that both national (index developed by the Centre for the Study of Globalisation and 
Regionalisation /CSGR/, called Country-Level Globalization Index /CGI/, based on economic, 
social and political figures of 104 countries) and individual level (Individual-level Globalization 
Index /IGI/, it  measures that to what extent individuals interact in  economic, social and cultural 
issues with other cultures) of globalization is increasing as the cooperation on global level is 
intensifying comparing to the cooperation on local level. The ‘globalized’ individual understands 
group boundaries more broadly than others, giving up on local motivations to cosmopolitan 
inspirations. Thus, globalization plays a fundamental role in shaping the extensive cooperation of 
peers and it  can be a positive drive in the field of global supplies of public resources (Buchan, 
Grimalda et al., 2009). The sample was representative to gender, age and socio-demographic 
qualities, and the results showed that the higher stages of globalization – meaning that the country 
in question is more involved in international trade, it purchases its resources from other places and 
its labour force consists of immigrants from other countries as well - express both on national and 
on individual level more positive attitudes towards global cooperation comparing to those 
compatriots who live at the same place. According to the researchers, the fact that those people who 
live in more globalized countries engage themselves more easily  in social relationships with people 
who live further away  from their place of living explains the effects of globalization. In other 
words, globalization may reduce the social distance between groups coming from local and 



geographically distant places, thus the level of cooperation with them increases. (Buchan, Grimalda 
et al., 2009).

Parochialism on the other hand, is the opposite of globalization. Parochialism means 
aloofness and local patriotism in a pejorative sense, thus it is a strongly racist, nationalist, intolerant 
attitude towards other people. The roots of parochialist thinking were investigated by numerous 
researches. According to the results, people are more willing to cooperate with others who are 
similar to them (Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1954; Thibaut and Kelly, 1959; Homans, 1961). Among the 
different aspects of similarity, racial and ethnical identity and religion are the most significant 
elements (Bowles and Gintis, 2004). Bowles and Gintis (2004) sought an answer for the question 
why parochialism still existed in the developed world. One the one hand it  is possible that in case of 
a social dilemma, aloof behaviour might lead to more successful solutions. The authors see two 
possible explanations for this. The first  is that the members of a group may feel more altruistic 
towards an ethnically alike person than towards an ‘outsider’. The second approach is based on 
communication, for similar groups communicate in similar manners, therefore it  is easier to 
understand the decisions of group members (Bowles and Gintis, 2004). The American Amish15  and 
the Canadian Huterrites16  serve as an excellent example to underpin this statement. (Bowles and 
Gintis, 2004)  The high level of homogeneity  within these groups provides ground for the 
establishment of trade networks among these minorities, while the joint norms followed by the 
members of the groups (the refusal of modern technologies, the dialect and the plain clothing of the 
Amish, the total community of goods shared by the Huterrites) erect a wall of defence around the 
members of their group separating them from the rest of the world. Even though this approach may 
lead certain processes within the communities to success, this type of behaviour results in missing 
lot of opportunities. (Bowles és Gintis, 2004).

At this point it is necessary  to introduce the notion of stereotypes, as it not only accompanies 
globalization, but also has a key role in the evolution of parochialist  thinking. Stereotypes are 
widely  spread beliefs about qualities, characteristics and behaviour patterns of a group of people 
(Hamilton and Sherman, 1994), and while prejudices have an affective component, stereotypes are 
more considered to be cognitively driven (De Oliveira and Dambrun, 2007). The existing 
stereotypes about a group serve to maintain favourable images of one’s own group as well as justify 
the actions of fellow in-group  members (De Oliveira and Dambrun, 2007). During the course of 
globalization, in parallel with the slurring cultural boundaries, stronger stereotypes and nationalist 
ideas emerge more easily (Hall, 2003, quoted by Breton, Reitz, 2003).

The topic of opened and closed thinking is strongly  connected to the proneness of creating 
prejudices or stereotypes. The idea of opened and closed thinking was put forth by Rokeach (1960) 
in psychology. After World War II several researches were conducted in order to understand the 
nature of prejudices. Rokeach introduced the definition of cognitive style, according to which the 
behavioural systems are descriptive and they determine the ways how people think and behave. In 
his opinion thinking is defined by three major dimensions: a) the organization of the belief system 
(how repulsive the system is due to the denial factor); b) centre – periphery  dimension (regarding 
whether the world is fundamentally friendly or refusing); c) temporal dimension (which is extensive 
in case of opened thinking, while narrow and future-oriented in case of closed thinking). According 
to Rokeach, the qualities of opened and closed ways of thinking are determined by how much 

15  Chris6an	   religious	  group	  in	  America,	   consis6ng	  of	  approximately	   200.000	  people.	  The	   Amish	   refuse	   using	  most	   of	   the	   conveniences	  of	  modern	  

technology,	  e.g.	  electric	  devices	  or	  cars.

16 	   Protestant	   Chris6an	  religious	   group,	   the	   members	   of	   which	   live	   in	   strictly	   regulated	  communes	   based	   on	  the	   principle	   of	   total	   community	   of	  

goods.



information about the surrounding environment the individual is able to perceive and observe  
under given circumstances. Another determining factor is the ability of qualifying and turning the 
information into a starting point of actions. He believes that openly thinking people are driven by 
the need for self-fulfilment and they are able to construct a sceptical point of view. However narrow 
minded individuals have difficulties in differentiating among the pieces of information. It  can also 
be stated that in the case of closed minded persons the relations between the different views are not 
based on logical consistency, but rather on non-cohesive considerations (Rokeach, Restle, 1980).

Kruglanski (2005) also carried out researches in this field and he dedicated a book - The 

Psychology of Closed Mindedness- to the topic. Based on the scientific data resulting from his 
projects, the book focuses on the nexus between closed thinking and other types of belief systems. 
In the framework of our current analysis, his findings regarding political conservatism are the most 
interesting and may also serve as a basis for further hypotheses. As the results of another research 
suggest (Kemmelmeier, 1997), the need for a closed way of thinking is related to the individual’s 
position on the political scale ranging from conservatism to liberalism. It can be concluded that 
closed thinking is stronger among the supporters of right-wing political ideologies. On the contrary, 
results indicate that the number of closed thinkers is low among supporters of the democratic 
socialists, the Green Party and the Social Democratic Party. Voters of the Liberal Democratic Party 
reached higher scores, but nevertheless, the highest points were attained by those who favour the 
right-wing Christian Democratic Party. The relationship between the conservative idea of 
reintroducing death penalty and closed thinking can also be underpinned by the findings of Jost 
(1999). The researches of Golec executed in Poland between 2001 and 2002 shed light on the fact 
that in the case of both right-oriented and left-oriented people the demand for closure is connected 
to the preference of maintaining the status quo, while the more closed minded people rather 
preferred rightist ideologies (Golec 2001, 2002). The coherence between conservatism and closed 
thinking was also examined by  Kossowska and Hiel using Polish and Flemish samples (2003). They 
found that closed thinking positively correlates with both political preferences and conservative 
values. Jost and his associates conducted researches in 12 countries with an overall participation of 
22.818 people. Data analysis revealed that a significant positive correlation can be seen between the 
demand for closure and political conservatism. Meanwhile, several examples testify  that the 
demand for change is also a frequent feature of right wing, conservative thinking. Kruglanski draws 
attention to the fact that in some cases closed thinking is extremely useful, for example when 
somebody ‘is reluctant to give up old convictions for a new fancy’ (Kruglanski, 2005).

2. Research Framework

This study is part of a research which was published in my  book - How do we Think about 

Law (Kelemen, 2010) - however due to editorial reasons the results couldn’t have been inserted into 
it. The aim of the survey was to explore the following issues: a) how nowadays Hungarian society 
sees certain important legislative and judicatory questions; b) general views on the realization of 
basic principles of jurisdiction; c) the remarks on the causes of criminal behaviour and on its 
prevention; d) perceptions on the questions of victimization; e) feelings about death penalty; f) and 
the main structures of thinking within Hungarian society  and the attitude towards globalization. It 
should be underlined that the basic research was mostly of descriptive nature, however since similar 
projects have never been implemented in Central Eastern Europe, I am planning to carry out further, 
more detailed examinations. Nobody has ever aimed at analysing Hungarian people’s general 



opinion about law from a psychological point of view on a national, representative sample. In this 
sense this venture is completely  new. Social psychological researches related to globalization have 
also been missing from the Hungarian scientific sphere.  My main objective is to draw attention to a 
brand new field just like it was within the framework of the basic research.  In the following 
possible relations of globalization and closed - open ways of thinking are going to be investigated.   

3. Hypotheses

Kruglanski’s research proved to be thought-provoking. The questions provided by the 
questionnaire offered me the possibility  to cross-check the correlations of both closed thinking and 
parochialism with the respondents’ political preferences. Let’s turn our attention to the first 
hypothesis. 

1. Both closed thinking and parochialism are more typical among the voters of parties categorizing 
themselves as right wing parties.

The already  cited research draws attention to numerous coherences and by taking them into 
consideration, differing correlations of closed thinking and other belief systems can be seen. 
Nevertheless, none of the examinations have produced any results on the correlations between 
closed thinking and parochialism so far. The second hypothesis is related to the one previously 
mentioned. 

2. Closed thinking goes hand in hand with parochialism, thus the higher the rate of the former, the 
higher the rate of the latter as well.

As the theoretical introduction points it out, the correlations of political conservatism and 
closed thinking were investigated by several research studies, however in case of social groups such 
an examination is still missing. Therefore the research is focusing on new, unprecedented 
hypotheses as well:

3. Both closed thinking and parochialism are more characteristic to residents of smaller settlements.

4. Both closed thinking and parochialism are more characteristic to less educated people.

5. Both closed thinking and parochialism are more characteristic to older respondents.

6. Both closed thinking and parochialism are more characteristic to male respondents.



Due to the specific nature of the research, it  is worth thinking over possible closed thinking 
and parochialism related differences that representative sample and the sample of the lawyers show.

7. In case of the lawyers a correlation also can also be found between closed thinking and 
parochialism.

8. Both closed thinking and parochialism are less characteristic to lawyers than to the general 
population.

4. Samples

The research was conducted on a representative sample of 1000 people as well as on another 
(randomly selected) sample of 100 respondents holding a degree in law. Field work was carried out 
in the spring of 2010.17 53% of the representative sample was male and 47% female, while 59% of 
the legal sample consisted of males and 41% of females. The median age of the respondents in the 
representative sample was 45,4 years and 39,3 years in the legal sample. The representative sample 
covered the capital and all of the counties. The age of the respondents ranged from 18 to 79 years.

5. Methods

The purpose of the questionnaire was to find out whether the research subjects persons agree 
or disagree with various statements and their answers were recorded by questioners in different 
regions of the country. The scale of opened – closed thinking was restricted to 4 questions based on 
the publication of Forgács (2009) and on those 47 statements which Webster and Kruglanski’s 
provided in the Need for Closure (1994). The statements relating to globalization vs. parochialism 
were also based on the work of Forgács (2009) and they mainly  focused on the effects of 
globalization on everyday life. The questionnaires were evaluated with the help  of the SPSS 14.0 
analyzing software.

Creation of scales. In order to confirm the relevance of my hypotheses, I planned to create a scale 
measuring parochialism and closed thinking. To measure parochialism I set up  a 6 item scale in the 
following manner. Possible answers ranged from “I strongly disagree” to “I strongly agree” on a 4-
point scale.  Table 1 shows the summary of the medians and diffusions of the received answers. 

17 The	  formula6on	  of	   the	  two	  samples,	  the	   reproduc6on	  of	  the	   ques6onnaires,	   the	   training	   of	   the	  ques6oners,	   the	  asking	   of	  the	   ques6onnaires	  and	  

the	  prepara6on	  of	  the	  database	  in	  SPSS	  file	  format	  was	  conducted	  by	  the	  Focus	  and	  the	  Inhall	  Stúdió	  Piac-‐	  és	  Közvélemény-‐kutató	  KZ.



Median Diffusion

1. We should protect our lifestyle from foreign influence 3,12 0,800

2. The coexistence of many diverse people makes life 
more colourful

2,51 0,859

3. The rights of those foreigners who want to live here 
should be more restricted

2,93 0,896

4. It is good that the nations of the world are stronger 
intertwined to each other

2,59 0,808

5. The immigration of foreigners increases the risk of 
criminality

2,92 0,875

6. Everybody profits of the free travel and settling 2,68 0,862

Table 1. Statements used to create the parochialism scale, and the medians and diffusions of the 

received answers

To make sure that these statements were eligible to give the basis of the scale, I ran a factor 
analysis. Apart from showing if the variables are capable of forming a scale – via KMO and Bartlett 
test – the analysis also decided from what direction certain variables may  enter an indicator. 
Through using the main component method of factor analysis it became apparent that my variables 
were eligible for drawing up a scale18, which led me to two possible choices:

1. The first option was to use the main component - which the program offered - as the indicator 
for parochialism.  Since my variables would enter the model in a standardized form19, the 
indicator would be a standardized variable as well therefore I did not choose this possibility. 

2. As for the other alternative, I could sum up the values of the answers after turning them into the 
right direction20. Having done so I could divide the obtained figure with the number of the 
variables. Thus, I used the continuous variable containing the median values of the averages 
received from the answers as a scale. These median values can easily be interpreted.

Since a relatively simple procedure facilitates better understanding of the data I went for the 
latter option. It is needless to say  that confirming the validity  of the scale was necessary so I 

18 The	  results	  are	  summarized	  in	  Tables	  6,	  7	  and	  8.

19	  The	  average	  of	  the	  variables	  is	  1,	  their	  diffusion	  is	  0.

20	  The	  sign	  of	  the	  factor	  weighs	  decide	  if	  the	  given	  variable	  enters	  the	  scale	  in	  its	  original	  or	  in	  its	  turned	  format.



examined the correlation of the created main component and my  scale. The value of correlation and 
the value of significance are shown by Table 9. The scale proved to be suitable to serve as the basis 
for further examinations. The median value of the scale was 2,70; thus, it was higher than the 
average figure of 2,50.

In case of closed thinking I deemed four statements worth involving into the creation of the scale. 
Table 2 shows the statements and their medians. 

Median Diffusion

1. I do not like the uncertain situations 3,39 0,706

2. I consider as many solutions as possible when I think 
about a problem

3,27 0,708

3. I like when life is well-set and the rules are clearly laid 
down

3,21 0,746

4. I often make decisions at the last moment 2,51 0,935

Table 2. Statements used for the formulation of the closed thinking scale, and the medians and 

diffusions of the answers 

The closed thinking indicator was established by using the already  introduced methods. (See the 
creation of the parochialism scale.21) Again, validity  was essential and during verification the results 
of the correlation analysis (see Table 13), in other words the basis of my scale proved to be eligible 
for further investigations. The median value of the scale on the representative sample was 3,09, 
which is higher than the average figure of 2,50.

Data collection gave me the opportunity to examine whether the responses in the 
representative sample differ from the median of the lawyers’ responses. The investigation also 
focused on finding out whether lawyers think differently about parochialism and if so, to what 
extent – if any - their closed nature of thinking diverged from the general thinking of Hungarian 
society. I used two-sample T-tests to analyze this question. As I have already mentioned above, the 
median of the parochialist scale on the representative sample is 2,70. The median of the sample of 
lawyers is 2,19. The T-test  proved to be significant (see Tables 14 and 15), thus it  can be established 
that the medians of the scale on the two samples are significantly different. In case of closed 
thinking smaller divergence was found between the two medians. Compared to the figure of 3,09 
received from the representative sample, the median on the lawyer sample was 3,23. According to 
the T-test, this small difference also proved to be significant (see Tables 16 and 17).

I examined the coherences of the two variables of the lawyer sample by  using the Pearson 
coefficient. These results also verified the assumption based on the median figures, namely that 
there is not any positive correlation between parochialist and closed ways of thinking in the case of 

21 The	  results	  of	  the	  main	  component	  analysis	  are	  summarized	  in	  Tables	  10,	  11	  and	  12.



lawyers. The Pearson correlation did not show any significant differences in this case either (Table 
18).

The research involved questions concerning political preferences as well.22  Following the 
2010 parliamentary elections, a research study was done in the summer and according to the results 
the governing FIDESZ-KDNP alliance was supported by 38% of the respondents, JOBBIK by  12%, 
MSZP by 9% and LMP by 2%. 3% of them would have voted for other parties, and 38% was the 
ratio of those who were either not able or not willing to name any political parties in response to 
this question.23 

6. Results

FIDESZ-KDNP

JOBBIK

LMP

MSZP

OTHER

NA/UA

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

38%

3%

9%

2%

12%

35%

22 The	  data	  on	  preferences	  on	  poli6cal	  par6es	  are	  shown	  by	  Figure	  1.

23 	  Based	  on	   the	   informa6on	  published	  on	   their	  websites,	   the	   different	  par6es	  can	  be	   posi6oned	   in	   poli6cal	   dimensions	  as	   follows:	  FIDESZ	   defines	  

itself	   as	   an	  alliance	   and	  it’s	  poli6cal	   manifesto	   is	   ‘to	   establish	   such	  condi6ons	   for	   Hungarian	   ci6zens	   that	  will	   help	   strengthening	   the	   unity	   of	   the	  

na6on	   through	   following	   tradi6ons	   of	   Chris6an	   democracy,	   social	   market	   economy	   and	  by	   joining	   the	   big	   family	   of	   European	  People’s	   Par6es.	  

According	  to	  JOBBIK	  Movement	  for	  Hungary’s	  founding	  document,	   the	   party	  is	  a	   ‘value	   oriented,	   conserva6ve	   and	  concerning	   its	  methods,	   a	   radical	  

na6onal	  Chris6an	  party’.	  The	  ar6cles	  of	   associa6on	  of	  MSZP	  declares	   that	   ‘the	   Hungarian	  Socialist	  Party	  as	  a	   social	  democra6c	  party	   is	   the	   heir	  and	  

trustee	   of	  na6onal	   and	   leZ	  wing	   values	  and	  social	   aims	  gathered	  throughout	  Hungarian	  history.	  In	   its	  ac6vi6es	  the	   party	  builds	  upon	  the	   enduring	  

principles	  of	  Hungarian	  and	   interna6onal	   socialist	   and	  social	   democra6c	  movements’.	  Regarding	   poli6cal	   aims,	   the	   LMP	  s6pulates	   that	   ‘the	   quality	  

of	   par6cipa6ve	   and	   representa6ve	   democracy,	   social	   jus6ce	   and	   environmental	   protec6on	   along	   with	   ecological	   sustainability	   are	   the	   most	  

important	   areas’.	  The	   indica6ons	  of	   sources,	   the	   families	  of	  European	   poli6cal	  par6es	  and	   the	   results	  achieved	  at	   the	   2010	  elec6ons	  are	   shown	   in	  

Table	  20.



In order to verify the first hypothesis, which assumes the coherences of political party 
preferences and different ways of thinking, a variance analysis had to be conducted. The 
examination of the relationship  between parochialism and preferences of parties produced 
significant correlations.24  As it  can be seen in Table 3, the supporters of JOBBIK reached the 
highest median score (2,92). They are followed by  the supporters of the present governing party 
with a median score of 2,70 and by  the uncertain respondents with a median score of 2,68. The 
supporters of MSZP are still above the theoretical average with a score of 2,60. The median value of 
the green party’s voters is the lowest with 2,38 points.

All resonses 2,70

FIDESZ 2,70

Jobbik 2,92

LMP 2,38

MSZP 2,63

Other parties 2,60

No answer / 
Uncertain

2,68

Table 3. Medians of the supporters of different parties on the parochialism scale

In case of closed thinking the variance analysis did not show any  significant difference 
among the medians of the different voter groups.25

The median values gained from the responses of the political party  voters placed in the coordinate 
system (Figure 2) defined by the parochialism and closed thinking scales provided an opportunity to 
set up an interesting comparison. 

24	  Sig	  =	  0,000;	  R2	  =	  0,026.

25 Sig	  =	  0,771;	  R2	  =	  0,002.



Fig. 2. The position of voters of the political parties on the parochialism and closed thinking scales

The existence of a correlation verifies the nexus between parochialism and closed thinking. 
The data in Table 19 makes it clear that there is a significant correlation between the two scales, as 
there is a moderate positive connection between the two variables.

The modifications of the parochialist thinking pattern within the main social groups were 
investigated through variance analysis except for age as in this case two high level variables could 
be involved into the analysis. I examined the existence of connections through calculating the 
Pearson correlation coefficient.

When place of residence gave the basis of analysing parochialism, the medians of responses 
given by people coming from various types of settlements26  showed significant  differences. The 
medians of answers provided on the parochialism scale increase from larger settlements towards 
smaller settlements. The median value in Budapest is 2,5, in the towns of county rank it is 2,61, in 
other towns it is 2,74, while in villages the figure is 2,83. As we can see, in case of the largest 
settlements the values are below the national average, while the opposite is true for smaller 
settlements. 

26 Sig	  =	  0,000;	  R2	  =	  0,041.



Fig. 3. The median of parochialism indicator in case of the different categories of settlements

The figures of closed thinking examined on the basis of place of residence also show 
significant differences among the answers received in the different  types of settlements.27 
Nevertheless, we cannot observe such an obvious tendency as in the case of parochialism (Figure 
4). While the measured value is below the average in the capital, the rest of the types of settlements 
produced values above the average. The highest value was found among the residents of towns 
(3,11), which was followed respectively  by the median of the towns of county  status (3,10) and by 
the values produced by the residents of villages (3,09).

Representative Sample

Budapest

City with county status

City

Village

2,40 2,53 2,65 2,78 2,90

2,83

2,74

2,61

2,50

2,70

27 Sig	  =	  0,003;	  R2	  =	  0,014.



Fig. 4.  The median of closed thinking indicator in case of the different categories of settlements

The highest level of qualification was the next independent variable I analyzed. The results 
also showed significant correlation with the parochialism scale.28  Figure 5 contains the median 
values of the answers received from the respondents of different education levels on the 
parochialism scale. It can be seen that the median value reached on the parochialism scale descends 
towards higher education levels, thus more educated respondents are less committed to parochialist 
values than those with the lowest level of qualification. The median produced by respondents who 
have less than eight years in elementary  school is 2,97, which figure is well above the average value 
of 2,70. The median value of those who finished 8 classes (2,81) is still above the average. Among 
the respondents who graduated from high school the median value was already 2,66, a figure which 
is below the sample average, but an even lower result (2,35 and 2,33) was reached by  those 
respondents who graduated from a university or college.

Representative Sample

Budapest

City with county status

City

Village

2,80 2,90 3,00 3,10 3,20

3,10

3,13

3,11

2,97

3,09

28 Sig	  =	  0,000;	  R2	  =	  0,074.



Fig. 5. The median of parochialism indicator in case of the different categories of education

In case of closed thinking the analysis related to the level of education showed a significant 
difference similar to the analysis concerning the place of residence, but a tendency 29  cannot be 
established. The median of the responses given on the closed thinking scale is the highest among 
the people with the lowest level of education (3,23). Values produced by the most educated 
respondents proved to be above average. In case of respondents with college diploma the figure was 
3,17, while in case of those possessing a university degree this number was 3,14. The group of high 
school graduates reached 3,10, a figure which is nearly equal to the general median of 3,09. As it is 
indicated in Figure 6, only the median of the respondents who only attended elementary school  was 
lower than the average of the whole sample. These subjects have the most opened way of thinking, 
having produced a value of 3,04.

Representative Sample

Below elementary level

Elementary level High school droupts

High school level

Grad. from collage

Grad. from university

2,00 2,25 2,50 2,75 3,00

2,33

2,35

2,66

2,81

2,97

2,70

29 Sig	  =	  0,012;	  R2	  =	  0,013.



Fig. 6. The median of closed thinking indicator in case of the different categories of education

 

The variance analysis did not point to any significant difference between the median values 
of either gender. The same is true for parochialism and closed thinking30 , thus there are not any 
differences between the medians of the responses given by women and men on neither of the two 
scales.

The correlation analysis of parochialism and age indicates that there is a significant, 
moderately positive relation between these two variables (Table 4). This means that an increase in 
age and intensification of parochialist thinking go hand in hand.

Parochialism

Age Pearson Correlation 0,173

Sig. (2-tailed) 0,00000

N 1000

Table 4. The Pearson correlation of parochialism indicator and age

Representative Sample

Below elementary level

Elementary level High school droupts

High school level

Grad. from collage

Grad. from university

2,50 2,75 3,00 3,25 3,50

3,14

3,17

3,10

3,04

3,23

3,09

30	  Parochialism:	  Sig	  =	  0,053;	  R2	  =	  0,004;	  closed	  thinking:	  Sig	  =	  0,241;	  R2	  =	  0,001.



The analysis of the relations of closed thinking and age, lead us to similar conclusions. 
Based on the results indicated in Table 5 it can be established that the relationship is significant and 
has a moderate positive direction, hence the relation of age and closed thinking is the same as the 
relation of age and parochialism.

Closed Thinking

Age Pearson Correlation 0,194

Sig. (2-tailed) 0

N 1000

Table 5. The Pearson correlation of closed thinking indicator and age

7. Summary and discussion

In light of the results, the first hypothesis was only partially  verified. The investigation of 
closed thinking did not come up with differences among the voters of the parties, thus the present 
study did not confirm Kruglanski’s data and conclusions. On the other hand, the project 
underpinned the pre-hypothesis concerning parochialist thinking. As it has already been mentioned 
this research is completely  new as there have not been any similar surveys so far. Owing to this fact, 
it is not possible to reveal any resemblances between the present results and earlier figures, since 
there are not any  to compare these findings with. Voters of JOBBIK are characterized by the most 
parochialist  way of thinking. Supporters of FIDESZ and uncertain respondents follow them. Taking 
globalist thinking into consideration, the voters of MSZP and LMP enter the scene. As the results 
clearly  indicated, the verification process regarding the relation between parochialist and closed 
ways of thinking was successful. This moderate positive correlation shows that  the strengthening of 
parochialist  thinking and the intensification of closed thinking are related. These facts raise further 
questions which might be the subjects of additional projects. It would be interesting to analyze why 
the research did not demonstrate any significant divergences among the voters of parties in case of 
closed thinking despite existing correlation to parochialism. One would also conduct a research to 
find out if there are any differences between Hungarian and foreign voters of similar parties in their 
country. Another intriguing matter would be to study  the reasons why Kruglanski’s findings did not 
correlate with the findings of the present study. In connection with those hypotheses that had not 
been investigated before we can conclude that the thinking patterns of lawyers are less 
characterized by parochialist  attitudes. However, there is an opposite tendency related to closed 
thinking as the thinking of lawyers is more closed compared to average social thinking patterns. 
This justifies that there are not any  connections between the two types of thinking among lawyers, 
thus they are more globalists and yet they think in more closed ways than the Hungarian average 
does. The examination of the parochialism scale revealed that Hungarian society is slightly 
parochialist. However, this attitude is significantly  different among those coming from various 
types of settlements, having different types of education level and belonging to different age groups. 



The analysis of thinking patterns of genders did not come up with any divergences between the 
ways in which men and women think. Hence my hypothesis proved to be faulty. 

Results indicate that the most globalized population lives in the capital. In my opinion it had 
been completely predictable since the big city is stirring, buzzing and full of impressions. These 
features without doubt facilitate open mindedness and willingness to accept new or foreign ideas. In 
case of smaller settlements where relationships are more private and external impressions less 
frequently affect the residents, rejection of outer impacts and new elements are more likely.  The 
examination of figures related to educational level revealed that  those with lower levels of 
schooling think in the most parochialist way and this attitude gradually fades with more educated 
people. Apart from the fact that the figures verify the hypothesis, the outcome is not surprising at 
all. In other words, the higher the levels of education, the more the ideas of globalization are 
accepted. At the same time, younger people have more globalized views while older people are 
characterized by more parochialist thoughts therefore the analysis confirmed the validity of this 
hypothesis as well. 

I arrived at  a similar conclusion in case of closed thinking. Again, it should not come as 
surprising since a significant correlation between parochialist and closed thinking was revealed. The 
most considerable difference between the two ways of thinking and the socio-demographic 
variables is that in case of closed thinking tendencies are more difficult to find and the correlations 
are weaker. Even though the differences in the medians of the responses people gave coming from 
various kinds of settlements was noteworthy only residents of the capital diverged from the average 
and towards a more open direction. The conclusions we saw related to the parochialism scale 
explains this phenomena. 

The issue of education level is also interesting, for people possessing the lowest level of 
education are the most closed, while respondents with elementary level education proved to be the 
most open minded. From this level on, in parallel with increasing education level closed thinking 
becomes more and more significant. The relation of age and closed thinking might explain this. 

The way in which the two thinking patterns correlate with both socio-demographic features 
and the nature of relations of the examined variables in the framework of a multidimensional 
analysis may serve as a subject for further research and study. 
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